Infirmary little changed since co-education

by Maggie Wallman

Although Coeducation at Notre Dame has caused innumerable changes in the university structure, the student health service "hasn't changed drastically," according to Miriam Dolores, administrator of the infirmary facility.

Sr. Dolores said that in 1971, when Notre Dame first allowed women to admit university officials into the infirmary, the student health service was still a "sort of a private health service for the Sisters," and "hasn't seemed to need any major modifications." She explained that, "We haven't really had many requests for a gynecologist here. We have more calls for a bone doctor because of the number of injuries due to intramural sports." Sr. Dolores noted in the fall of 1975, the academic year about 1000 women attended Notre Dame. This year the number has increased to 1200, which is estimated for 1988.

Dolores said women's services at the student infirmary with new private schools of the same size and caliber of Notre Dame, only Notre Dame does not have at least a part-time gynecologist. Four of the five other schools have some type of service to handle, not only women's illnesses, but also contraception, venereal diseases, rape and pregnancy.

There are no huge state schools supported by the tax-payers. They were noted to be: University of Illinois, Catholic institutions. Also like Notre Dame, Boston, and Marquette are Catholic institutions. Approximately 60 per cent of the enrolment in Jewish and 25 per cent are from other religions.

Upper middle class Jews are known to have liberal attitudes and Washington U.'s health service reflects these attitudes. The university also has an excellent medical school, and the health service has been able to draw upon the school's own resources to serve the students.

According to the nursing supervisor, Washington U. has two part-time gynecologists who are able to confirm four reports of off-campus student addresses.

Vacation crime wave

burglars rob homes

by Maureen Flynn

Vol. X, No. 54

Off-campus student residences were targets for burglary over the semester break. The Observer was able to locate seven home-owners breaking and entering of homes occupied by Notre Dame students, but there are indications that the actual number of burglaries involving ND student residents is much larger. Actual figures will not be available until February, when burglary reports for the months of December and January will be compared with listings of off-campus student addresses.

One student residence, occupied by ND senior Gerry Gilinsky and four housemates, was entered over the vacation period by way of a window and robbed of two clock radios and an electronic typewriter.

"They broke the windows, but they didn't break much," Gilinsky said. "There really wasn't much to take. It was the sort of thing where you could lose your valuables from the house for the period of their absence, he said. The cold air admitted to the unbolted house through the two broken windows caused the water pipes to freeze and burst. "A house at my dorm lost waterbed froze and broke, too," he explained. "The cold went through the ceiling. The house is a mess."

Gilinsky said the students had little hope of recovering their property, but that damage to the building would be covered by their landlord.

In another instance, burglars jimmied open the front door of a residence occupied by six ND seniors. One of the students, Chris Hearne, told the Observer that nothing of value belonging to them was taken except a desk chair and a leisure suit.

The thieves also managed to rob a 16-foot long couch, an easy chair and a space heater belonging to the landlord. Both the landlord and Hearne believed that the burglars were looking for drugs when they ransacked the rooms. They also agreed that the students were spared serious loss by storing their valuables on campus over the break.

Two other burglaries of student houses were confirmed by land­lords, but details were not available. In neither case students suffered significant loss, since valuables had been taken or stored with friends for the holidays.

One home-owner claimed that there were a great many cases of burglary involving student residences, citing police officers as the source. "The police told us that nearly 80 student houses were burglarized between the time students left to go home and Christmas day," the home-owner said.

The boys are usually covered by home-owners' insurance," the landlord said, "but insurance for landlords is very expensive." The landlord estimated property damage caused by burglary at $5000. The cost of replacing window glass and locks would cost something.

ND beats SC...in cheerleading

by Donald A. Kissinger

Washington (AP) - Secretary of State Henry A. Kissin­ger said Wednesday he is going to Moscow on the strength of "a clear promise" that the Soviet Union would make a significant modification of its position on a new nuclear weapons treaty. But he emphasized, however, that harnessing nuclear weapon­ns could only be accomplished through negotiations and that the United States executive Ex­peditionary force that he said is "not the end of the story."

"The United States considers such actions incompatible with a genuine arms reduction," Kissinger said in a statement at a news conference. He emphasized, however, that harnessing nuclear weapons could only be accomplished through negotiations and that the United States "is not the end of the story."

Kissinger said to the two superpowers and the world itself.

Even with the conflict in An­gola, Kissinger said, "we should not play with the strate­gic arms limitations negotia­tions. It is a matter that is of profound concern for the long­term world peace."

While apparently optimistic about his mission to Moscow, Kissinger said that beginning next Tuesday, Kissinger said that the two pacesetters of U.S. foreign policy, U.S. Foreign and Soviet Negotiators, will meet to explore the "Top Third Conference" on the Collegiate Cheer Squad Survey recently published by the Inter­national Cheerleading Founda­tion.

Cheerleaders from the University of Illinois became the 1975-76 national champions after finishing second in the 1974 survey. Mary Anne Grabavoy, Notre Dame cheerleading captain, attributes Notre Dame's im­provement from fifth to second place in the increased talent in this year's squad and "much harder studs."

Gravavoy is very proud of the squad's performance so far this year. "It's been a difficult year since many of the seniors were graduated last year," she said. "We've been very innovative," she added. "We do so many things in different places: dancing, gyn­nastics, partner stunts, big mounts, and we've done it all on our own."

Gravavoy continued, "We do not have any choreographer or outside help. It all comes from inside the group. I'm very proud of that fact."

The rest of the top twenty were ranked as follows: University of Southern California (second last year), Auburn University (first), UCLA, Pennsylvania State, Louisville, Iowa State, Wake Forest University, Georgia, Oklahoma, Indiana, Ohio State, University of Oregon, Penn State, University of Virginia, Kansas State University, Michigan State University, Georgia Tech University.
Indiana Chief Justice Richard M. Givan is to continue to be rector of Zahm, as News Office the directorship of the Off-Campus Morganthaler has left the Morganthaler has left the office of Student Affairs Wilson is no longer working for the Student Affairs and by the many professional reasons." students," he said. His decision." "Father Tom's services will be delivered the annual message of the Judiciary" message to a joint justice court system with the new county courts and would also ask as a state-supported agency. Tallarida said he resigned for professional reasons" and that the 1975 report is in. He will continue to be rector of Zahm Hall. "Father Tom's services will be sorely missed in the Office of Student Affairs and by the many off-campus students," he added. After surviving his battle with cancer, Tallarida submitted a letter of resignation, which was accepted by the university administration. He has been working for 18 years at the university and will now focus on his personal health and well-being. The Off-Campus Housing Office is open Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The new labor secretary, Usery, may succeed Dunlop. Usery will be greatly missed by all who have had the privilege of working with you. In meeting with reporters Wednesday to explain his decision, Dunlop stressed that his determination that he could no longer effectively serve in the administration. "I have resigned because since the veto as an atmosphere..."
ND Infirmary Compared to Other Campuses

(Continued from page 1)

The supervisor noted, "It's a little hard to say, but I don't think we had any bad letters in the student newspaper." She added, "Some students don't want any part of it, of course. Many of them are from the East and are using behaving their parents pay for specialists, so they want to come along with the school and see what it's about." Nevertheless, she said it has always been coed, only hired a gynecologist for its health service within the last ten years. The supervisor explained, "Several years ago the students picketed the adminstration for an infirmary because there was no gynecologist, so we had to come along with the times." We try to go with the students' needs.

Princeton University went coed about the same time Notre Dame did. It has some 1500 women enrolled with full-time undergraduate enrollment of Princeton is near 5000.

Princeton has a sex education clinic in its health services facility according to Susan Fox, the clinic's coordinator, Princeton employs the philosophy of primary care is in the field of gynecology. At Princeton, every type of birth control is available. According to Fox, about 45 women a month come in for contraceptives, for examples diaphragms. The Princeton clinic also stocks birth control pills, but only when "it is absolutely indicated," Fox said. She noted, "We will only give it to a woman once while she's a student." Fox said if a student does not have the money at the time, the clinic will give them the pills, but the charges. Fox also said all women must attend a birth control session to discuss the advantages and disadvantages involved. If a girl learns she is pregnant, the clinic posts a notice to alter her to call the clinic. We will refer those who decide they want an abortion to a small clinic in New York.

Counseling is a major part of the work at the Princeton clinic. Besides the birth control and gynecology sessions, the team of two chaplains and a gynecologist who deal with chemical dependency, alcoholism, and Masters—Johnson therapy.

Like Washington University, Northwestern is closely affiliated with its medical school in down-town Chicago. There are seven part-time physicians on the suburban Evanston campus. There is also a full-time gynecologist and a counselor at the sex clinic.

Northwestern has a policy like Princeton's when it comes to contraceptives. Berngard explained, "Before we prescribe a contraceptive, that girl must attend an educational session or see a nurse.

Northwestern stocks birth control pills in its pharmacy. They usually charge clinic prices which are lower than drug store prices. In cases where the student is without the money, free samples are given. Berngard said, "We don't feel bad about charging the minimal fee because we feel that birth control may be a responsibility, a girl never being a part of it."

The clinic at Northwestern provides individual counseling for pregnant girls. Berngard said such counseling is necessary to "train in your circumstances and look at the alternatives.

"We want to make sure what action we would take in the same circumstance, and the girl still wants an abortion, we usually refer her to one clinic in Chicago,"

The sex clinic at Northwestern has been opened for more than five years. The students expressed an interest in having one so coed at Northwestern campus. There has been continuous improvement in its services according to Berngard. She said they are in the process of setting up a small manual at the clinic so information is readily available to all students.

Bergard said there have not been any problems with health services on the Northwestern campus concerning the clinic's somewhat liberal approach to birth control. She noted, "The priests are more liberal than a lot of other people on the Northwestern campus.

The administrators at Marquette University favor birth control pills over condoms, perhaps because of Marquette's affiliation with the Catholic Church.

Marquette has an undergraduate enrollment of about 10,000, 6000 of whom are women. The director of health services at Marquette said they have never given contraceptives. He did not feel religion was a main reason but, "We don't have pills because of the cost and what it would do to our budget."

The director said at Marquette a student must have a Planned Parenthood agency in Chicago. In 1000 cases, clinical problems encountered by Marquette students have not been handled by their infirmary. It is open 8:30 to 5 and only on week days.

The director said, "Since Northwestern is a predominantly Catholic school, and it is an urban area there are several hospitals nearby where one can find the gynecology clinic which is only twice a week at the Boston College health center.

Mazur said there is no direct counseling for pregnant girls at Boston College through the health service, but there is a student psychologist who can handle such cases.

Mazur added, "Boston hospitals are excellent and vary in their religious orientation. There are Catholic hospitals, with a traditional Catholic view point, but there are also more liberal hospitals too."

Because there are many clinics in the Boston area where anything is accessible to the students, Mazur said, "It is hard to say if there is an increase in venereal disease." These clinics are excellent and may be are preferable to the students, he said. Mazur said if a ND case is treated at the Boston College health service, the matter is kept strictly confidential. Parents are not informed of the situation.

Though Notre Dame's enrollment, residence enrollment and educational coeducation status are closely related to Boston College's, Notre Dame has been very conservative in its health policy.

S. Dr. Dolores said there a rather limited need for a gynecologist at Notre Dame. "I think we have that problem," she stated, "but we should be one for practical purposes."

"It would be so much easier to get to a doctor if there was one right on campus," she stated. The woman added she thinks birth control should be dispensed because "it's very common thing. The society should face the facts."
VATICAN CITY (AP) — The Vatican defrocked 21 Roman Catholic priests Wednesday, the highest such act in modern times, after a special church document declared they were "incurably scandalous," specifically for homosexuality.

The president of the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, Archbishop Joseph L. Bernardin of Cincinnati, welcomed the Holy See's decision, saying it was "a clear, pastoral method in the Church.

The declaration rejected the opinion of those upholding the moral legitimacy of premarital sex as the external expression of "an affection which is already in some way conjugal in the psychology of the subjects." The document puts a positive value on human sexuality itself, however, speaking of the "moral goodness" of the sexual act in marriage, both in mutual self-giving and human procreation.

On sex education, the document urged parents and teachers to "prudently" give their children and pupils "information suited to their age.

It said mass media and entertainment were responsible for "infecting the general mentality" and spreading "licentious hedonism."

The theologian who irked the Vatican more than anyone else on the question of sex morals was a Swiss Dominican priest, the Rev. Stephan Pfeiffer.
Patti Hearst to testify against psychiatrist

SANT FRANCISCO (AP) - Patricia Hearst broke her silence on the 18-year-old case of her kidnapping, by agreeing for the first time to testify in court Wednesday that a government psychiatrist, Dr. Harry Kozol of Boston, was wrong in his 1974 evaluation of her mental state.

In a surprise move by her defender, the case of the former heiress turned political activist has taken on a new phase. Hearst, whose kidnapping and captor's murder are blamed for sparking the 1970s Symbionese Liberal Army, is scheduled to testify Wednesday before a jury that could decide whether she is sane or insane.

"Everything was like an ac­cusation," she said in a soft but firm voice. "I didn't agree with a word I said or didn't say."

Clad in a blue sweater, match­ing slacks and a turbaned head­dress, Miss Hearst was asked by San Francisco Chief Justice Matthew Johnson whether she preferred to testify behind a screen or in open court. She replied "no." She said she had been feeling well and had not felt ill that day.

"He said I seemed kind of upset," she continued. "I told him the spe­cific illness, I said "Yes." Bailey then asked her not to name the illness.

Miss Hearst's mother said over the weekend that her daughter was suffering from an ailments that was "psychoneuro­logic in nature." The San Mateo County sheriff, in charge of the jail, confirmed Wednesday that she had such an ailment but said it was not serious.

Miss Hearst said she was asked general questions about her life as a child and she testified that Kozol asked her if she was aware of what was mean to her. "What's the matter, was it be­cause she couldn't break you?"

Miss Hearst said she didn't recall her answer to that and then she was asked to continue in her family history. "He said let's go to Feb. 4, 1974. You got yourself kid­napped, don't you?" quickly the doctor as saying.

Asked what she replied, Miss Hearst said, "I don't remem­ber." So you took offense because you felt it meant it had no­thing to do with your kid­napping and was insane.

Under cross-examination by U.S. Atty. James L. Browning Jr., Miss Hearst said Kozol also asked about her contact with SLA member Willie Wolfe, for whom she proclaimed her love after he died in a May 1974 shootout with police in Los An­geles.

"Isn't it a fact that he asked you if you had deep relations with Wolfe?" Browning asked.

"It is possible," she said. "He testified earlier that Koz­ol also asked about a second SLA member, Donal "Chink" DeFreeze. She testified that he "asked about Cinque and how dark he was, whether he had any white in him."

Miss Hearst said she told the doctor she did not know DeF reese's racial composition.

Law team ranked among top four

Notre Dame's Law School Moot Court Team is ranked among the nation's best after its performance in the 36th Annual National Moot Court Competition in New York City in mid–December.

The Notre Dame squad defeated teams from Hofstra, South Dakota and Mercer law schools before losing to the defending national champion, University of California at Davis team, in the national final round for the New York City competition by winning its Regional in November. The Notre Dame team had participated in the competition which is viewed as a major argu­ment and simulation of a real­life case.

The competition is co-sponsored by the Young Lawyers Committee of the American Bar Association of the City of New York and the American College of Trial Lawyers.

Members of the team are Dennis Bonucci, Kathy Cimino and Kevin Gallagher, with John Gotchek serving as alternate. The team will argue the case in­tramurally in March to a court presided over by the Hon. Tom Citron, former Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court.

NCAA deletes new plan

ST. LOUIS (AP) — The Na­tional Collegiate Athletic Association on Wednesday over­whelmingly defeated a pair of propo­sals that would have di­vided the nation's four best after its per­formance in the competition by its per­formance in the competition.

The Notre Dame squad defeated teams from Hofstra, South Dakota and Mercer law schools before losing to the defending national champion, University of California at Davis team, in the national final round for the New York City competition by winning its Regional in November. The Notre Dame team had participated in the competition which is viewed as a major argu­ment and simulation of a real­life case.

The competition is co-sponsored by the Young Lawyers Committee of the American Bar Association of the City of New York and the American College of Trial Lawyers.

Members of the team are Dennis Bonucci, Kathy Cimino and Kevin Gallagher, with John Gotchek serving as alternate. The team will argue the case in­tramurally in March to a court presided over by the Hon. Tom Citron, former Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court.

The Notre Dame team is ranked among the nation's best after its performance in the 36th Annual National Moot Court Competition in New York City in mid–December.

NCAA delet new plan

However, the delegates did drop by paid in-person scouting of opponents in all sports except basketball for University Division—which is, big-time—teams, and abolished spring football practice for Di­vision III schools.

But they refused to extend pre­season practice limitations on all sports or to modify exist­ing legislation regarding pro­fessionalization in all sports other than football and basketball.

The delegates also refused to limit the length of seasons in sports oth­er than football and basketball.
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WASHINGTON — Ron Nessen has been complaining about the clumsy image the media has been giving President Ford. Angered by the press coverage devoted to Mr. Ford's fall in the snow while skiing, Nessen told reporters it was "the most uncensored misrepresentation of a President he'd ever heard of."

He went on to say that President Ford was the "best co-ordinated President in history."

Now any press secretary worth his salt should know you don't get anywhere by complaining about the image the media is presenting of a President. What you do is turn an act of clumsiness into one of skill and dexterity.

I don't like to tell the White House press secretary how to run his business, but this would have been a much better way to handle the situation.

The afternoon briefing at Vail:

Q—Ron, we have a report that the President fell while skiing today. What do you have on that?

A—Yes, the President fell as planned this afternoon in six inches of snow near a large Aspen tree.

Q—As planned, Ron?

A—That's correct, Q. We are left Washington, the President made plans to fall just once so all the photographers could get the picture they had made the trip for.

Q—You mean the President didn't have to fall?

A—He certainly didn't. As you know, the President is the best skier who ever lived in the White House.

But despite that it took great skill to fall exactly where the photographers were stationed. Secret Servicemen were against it, but the President overruled them. The President said, "If I don't make a huge down while I'm skiing, everyone will think I'm not a nice guy."

Q—Ron, when the President left for his skiing trip from the White House lawn, he tripped over the leashes of his dogs. Was that planned also?

A—Well, I'll be frank with you. I asked the President to trip over the dogs' leashes because we were trying to give you fellows a story for the afternoon papers. I knew the President wasn't going to make any news going to Vail for Christmas. But I was certain if he tripped over his dogs' leashes it would make front pages—and I was right.

Q—Ron, are you going to tell us that every time the President stumbled, it was thought out in advance?

A—On the contrary, I think it helps his credibility. The difference between Mr. Ford and former Presidents is that we've only found out how badly they stumbled after they left office. President Ford has insisted the public know about his stumbling while he's still in the White House. Don't forget the President stumbled into his job, and since it worked then it should help him with his election.

Q—Is that it, Ron?

A—I hear a funny joke about the President the other day. It's really a Polish joke, but we switched it around to fit Mr. Ford. Would you like to hear it? Well, anyhow, there was a power failure at the White House and Mr. Ford was stuck on an escalator for three hours. Ha, ha, ha, ha. I'll pass on any new ones to you as soon as I hear them.

A—Well, the Sue Canal is now open isn't it?

Q—Wouldn't you say the President was deceiving the American people by stumbling when he doesn't have to?

A—No argument, I think it helps his credibility. The difference between Mr. Ford and former Presidents is that we've only found out how badly they stumbled after they left office. President Ford has insisted the public know about his stumbling while he's still in the White House. Don't forget the President stumbled into his job, and since it worked then it should help him with his election.

Q—What is proposed in this "radical amendment"? Women would gain rights only men previously had. They would be able to be drafted and fight, to work in dirty factories, to lift heavy objects, to work in dangerous coal mines and everywhere no one really wants to work. The rights they would get are strictly those we men have. Why make such jobs? Because the other is just as superior in another equally important one. So summing all of it up, what is found is equality.

A—An amendment that proposes full equality is the ERA Proponents call it, justifiably, one might add, the last and greatest of all civil rights acts. The opposition consists of running every concept and tradition our great nation was built upon. In Montana, a fundamentalist went down on his knees and was heard to say, "Dear God if you meant to make women equal, you would have had 6 female apostles." Which ranks as an all time great broadside on fundamentalism. "If men had been meant to fly..."

Another argument is given. "Can you imagine," says one opponent, "an eighteen year-old girl raised in the church suddenly thrown into a military barrack!" Shocking isn't it. But review the situation. Let's say we send a trauma of an eighteen year-old boy, raised in the church, thrown into a military barrack! Nothing. It is his obligation and his duty. Strange isn't it.

What is proposed in this "radical amendment"? Women would gain rights only men previously had. They would be able to be drafted and fight, to work in dirty factories, to lift heavy objects, to work in dangerous coal mines and everywhere no one really wants to work. The rights they would get are strictly those we men have. If they wanted such jobs, I wouldn't fight against it. Women's role in society is to be the caretaker, to look after the kids, etc.

Let them have all the rights we men have. Let them be doctors and lawyers and professionals. Let them be thrown into jail for some responsibilities that go along with them. Let them have all the rights against them. Let them have all the rights. Allow them to be on the front lines. If they are going to have rights let them have all of them, even those that are not desired. Let those serve in the military even sometimes in the intolerable conditions that soldiers get into. Let them fight and be president without qualms. Women can and should have equal rights in every area.

In order to achieve full equality, there are some responsibilities that women must accept. Allowing will no longer be only one sided—some will pay instead of receive. They must be able to find work and therefore not need it. Children will go to the best parent, not just to the mother. In probate the husband must be able to get a share of the wife's estate. In most states a wife can legally leave her husband out of the will. Fair is fair. No longer will a woman expect to be supported by her spouse. She will have half the responsibilities.

On the national front they will be able to be drafted and fight like any other citizen. Why make distinctions? Let them be on the front lines. If they are going to have rights let them have all of them, even those that are not desired. Let them serve in the military even sometimes in the intolerable conditions that soldiers get into. Let them fight and be president without qualms. Women can and should have equal rights in every area.

Let's give them a chance. Do not begrudge them any other rights. Allow them to be on the front lines. If they are going to have rights let them have all of them, even those that are not desired. Let them serve in the military even sometimes in the intolerable conditions that soldiers get into. Let them fight and be president without qualms. Women can and should have equal rights in every area.

Equal Rights for Women: The Ultimate Solution

Equality's Other Half

Paul Herbig

What are the differences between men and women? The physical ones are the most obvious. But what are the real differences? Mentally there is no true difference. Reports that men are more intelligent than women are based on pressures. Women have been traditionally told during their adolescent years not to show up males. Intellectually if thought the male role were to be removed, there is very little difference between the sexes.

Emotionally and psychologically, differences abound. Many are due to the physical make-up of the sexes. Lots more are due to that evil of past history-cultural bias. Women cry, men are Rocks of Gibraltar. But the sexual differences are there but none have major influence on the topic. One sex is better in one area but the other is just as superior in another equally important one. So summing all of it up, what is found is equality.

Equality for Women is the ultimate solution. Equality for Women is the answer to the problems that women are faced with. Equality for Women will allow women to be themselves. Equality for Women will allow women to be independent. Equality for Women will allow women to be free. Equality for Women will allow women to be equal.
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. (AP) — Flag-draped caskets bearing the remains of five American servicemen killed in the Vietnam war arrived Wednesday in what a U.S. congressman termed “an act of friendship” by Communist governments.

Relatives of two of the men watched silently as a Civil Service lifter from Thailand carrying the caskets touched down shorty before noon. The plane landed in the same area where two other caskets had arrived bearing returning American prisoners of war.

A color guard with the American flag and the flags of the four branches of the armed services stood at attention as a 26-member all-service honor guard carried the caskets from the plane to waiting hearses.

The pallbearers passed in front of the relatives, flanked by military brass and Rep. Paul N. McCluskey, ranking Republican member of the House Select Committee on Missing Persons in Southeast Asia. An elderly man, one of the relatives, wept as the caskets were unloaded.

About 30 other persons from the base stood in a roped-off area, watching the brief ceremony.


Relatives of Pugh and Perry were present at last without talking to reporters when the hearse were loaded. The hearse, escorted by the California Highway Patrol, took the remains to the Oakland Army Base mortuary for final preparation and subsequent transfer to the respective service branches for interment.

McCluskey said the Vietnam

N. Vietnamese return five bodies

Supreme Court permits local import taxation

WASHINGTON (AP) — Reversing a rule in effect for more than 100 years, the Supreme Court told state and local governments Wednesday they may freely tax imports brought into the U.S.

The court overturned an 1871 decision that such goods are exempt from taxation as long as they remain in their original packages.

Once such goods were broken out of their packages and placed on store shelves, they were subject to state and local taxes, such as sales taxes, like other goods.

In an opinion by Justice William J. Brennan Jr., the court conceded that its decision may increase the cost of goods imported from abroad. But it said such increased costs, even if they are passed on to the consumer, would be a fair exchange for the police and fire protection given the goods.

There is no reason why local taxpayers should subsidize the services used by the importer,” Brennan wrote.

The court reached farther than it was asked to go in deciding the case. It has only asked to draw a line as to when goods imported in containerized cargo shipments cease to be in their original packages.

Justice Byron R. White, however, said the case should have been decided on grounds that the tires were no longer in their original form or package.

Justice Douglas, in dissent, said the court took an act of Congress in reverse.

Once goods were imported in casks, the court ruled, they fall under the tariff laws, which do not permit states and localities to tax them. Congress has specifically excluded from taxation goods coming into the country for resale, but not goods coming in for personal consumption.

Justice Brennan, in a concurrence, said the court was not deciding the point made by Justice Douglas. He said all taxes have to be for a legitimate governmental purpose. "In times of war and peace, the tax has been for the protection of those who pay it. In this day, it is for the protection of the public welfare. In the future, it may be for the protection of the public morals in maintaining family relations.”

The cases had been unable to levy taxes, such as sales taxes, like other goods.

Once such goods were broken out of their packages and placed on store shelves, they were subject to state and local taxes, such as sales taxes, like other goods.

In an opinion by Justice William J. Brennan Jr., the court conceded that its decision may increase the cost of goods imported from abroad. But it said such increased costs, even if they are passed on to the consumer, would be a fair exchange for the police and fire protection given the goods.

There is no reason why local taxpayers should subsidize the services used by the importer,” Brennan wrote.

The court reached farther than it was asked to go in deciding the case. It has only asked to draw a line as to when goods imported in containerized cargo shipments cease to be in their original packages.

Justice Byron R. White, however, said the case should have been decided on grounds that the tires were no longer in their original form or package.

Justice Douglas, in dissent, said the court took an act of Congress in reverse.

Once goods were imported in casks, the court ruled, they fall under the tariff laws, which do not permit states and localities to tax them. Congress has specifically excluded from taxation goods coming into the country for resale, but not goods coming in for personal consumption.

Justice Brennan, in a concurrence, said the court was not deciding the point made by Justice Douglas. He said all taxes have to be for a legitimate governmental purpose. "In times of war and peace, the tax has been for the protection of those who pay it. In this day, it is for the protection of the public welfare. In the future, it may be for the protection of the public morals in maintaining family relations.”
Gulf Oil board chairman resigns

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Board chairman Bob R. Dorsey of Gulf Oil Corp. resigned under fire Wednesday as directors sought to end the company's political contribution scandal.

Three other Gulf officers were forced out by the board. They all were mentioned in the investigation of Gulf's illegal political contributions that surfaced earlier this year.

They were all mentioned in the political contribution scandal.
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The Committee expects to complete its enquiry and make its report to the President within the Spring 1976 semester, but will extend the duration of its enquiry should this prove necessary. The Committee will disregard any unsigned communications which it might receive.
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one source close to the top of the company quoted as saying recently. Other officers affected by the shake-up were: Herbert C. Manning, vice president and secretary, who resigned as a Gulf officer but will remain as an employee; William L. Heyr, president of the Gulf Oil Real Estate Development Co., who
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Sen. Bayh pushes

for new tax cuts

WASHINGTON (AP) — Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana said on Wednesday proposals of President Ford and Ronald Reagan to cut federal spending into the economy to combat the recession, Bayh said. He called for at least $5 billion in new tax cuts.

On his own campaign, Bayh, one of 11 candidates seeking the Democratic nomination, said he believes the party's nominee should be someone who emerges from the primary route rather than from a brok­

ered convention.

Kissinger goes to Moscow
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Made for self-defense

Electric dart gun now utilized by criminals

WASHINGTON (AP) — The inventor of the electric dart gun designed as an alternative to firearms and sold for self-defense said Wednesday that the weapon has been used as much by criminals as by protectors preventing themselves from attack.

John H. Cover, president of Taser Systems, Inc., said he has received reports that his controversial "Taser Public Defender" has been used at least 30 times, "one half in self defense and one half by crooks." The Taser, a hand-held device resembling a flashlight, fires two, inch-long barbs connected to a battery by a 15-foot copper and stainless steel wire. The electric charge that pulses through the wires is sufficient to cause permanent paralysis, Cover said.

Cover met for 75 minutes with staff members of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission to review the medical and engineering tests performed on the device since he began developing it eight years ago.

The device has law enforcement and other government officials buzzed. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has been using it as an alternative to The electric charge that pulses ered by the federal Gun Control Act of 1968, has ruled that carrying a Taser is a crime, has Canada.

"The risk of this potentially lethal weapon falling into the hands of criminals is too great to allow it to be sold, manufactured or imported into Canada," said Canadian Justice Minister Ron Basford, in announcing the decision to ban the Taser.
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BACK TO SCHOOL VALUES!

Stock up and Save Now on Some Outstanding Calculator and Tape Buys!

CASIO fx-20 Scientific. 8-digit portable has independent memory, trig, square root. A great value! Reg. $48.95
$39.95

LITRONIX 2230. 8-digit, with all basic functions plus memory. Reg. $22.95
$22.88

Two Great Ones From TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

LITRONIX 2230R. Same as above, but with AC rechargeable. Reg. $28.95
$29.95

T1-1500. Complete 4-function capability, percent key, auto constant. 8-digit display. Rechargeable. Reg. $29.95
$32.88

SR50A. Easily solves complex scientific functions. Full function slide-rule calculator. Does it all! Reg. $79.95
$79.95

LITRONIX 2240. Remarkable 8-digit eleven-function with on/off keys, auto shuts-off. Auto constant. Reg. $21.95
$22.88

LITRONIX 2240R. Identical to 2240, but with rechargeable capabilities. A great buy! Reg. $29.95
$39.95

LITRONIX 2280. The unique slide-rule calculator. Has auto exponential notation, store-recall memory, rechargeable. Reg. $101.15
$109.95

LITRONIX 2270R. Statistical data at your fingertips! Fully rechargeable. Reg. $43.85
$39.95

CAPITOL MUSIC TAPE SALE!

PLAYBACK'S PRICE GUARANTEE

NO ONE SELLS IT LOWER THAN PLAYBACK!! And in the event you do find a Stereo or 4-Channel System legally being sold anywhere else for less... for a full two-month period, PLAYBACK will quickly make up the difference or refund your purchase price. The same holds true with any of our own advertised systems at PLAYBACK, THE PRICE IS ALWAYS RIGHT!

SALE ENDS JAN. 21

817 W. McKinley
MISHAWAKA
(COLLEGE SQUARE)
PHONE 256-1514

FIRST COME,
FIRST SERVE —
QUANTITIES LIMITED

PLAYBACK
The Electronic Playground
A Quality Company of Hydrometals, Inc.
PHOENIX (AP) - Commissioner Bowie Kuhn indicated Wednesday that baseball's spring training may be delayed until owners and players reach a new contract or the current one expires. "There are no definite dates for the start of spring training," Kuhn said at a meeting of owners. Most teams had announced earlier that opening dates would be in late February. The basic agreement with the Players' Association expires Dec. 31. The 11th meeting in a series of negotiations is scheduled for Thursday. "The Andy Messersmith case was discussed extensively," Kuhn said after a joint meeting of American and National League owners. Messersmith, Los Angeles Dodgers pitching star, challenged baseball's reserve clause by refusing to sign a contract for last season and last month was declared a free agent by a baseball arbitrator. The owners have a court pending in Kansas City which they hope will uphold the legality of the reserve clause. Kuhn said he hoped for a settlement but the players would "but the matter is not resolved and I won't be satisfied until it is." Asked about the proposed move of the San Francisco Giants to Toronto, the commissioner said, "we'll have to see how the litigation works out." He reiterated that he felt the San Francisco Bay Area, with the Giants and Oakland A's competing for crowds, is over-populated. "I think two teams in the area is excessive," he said. Kuhn, a practicing lawyer before becoming commissioner, also remarked that the suit brought in Seattle seeking damages from the loss of an American League franchise in 1970 "doesn't bother or impress me." He added, however, that the Seattle franchise would be an excellent location for a major league franchise in the future. Kuhn brushed off a report in the Washington Post that he would resign unless baseball supported his long effort to return a team to the nation's capital. "I would only sell something like that to my wife," he said. Mike Siegel, a San Francisco Giants fan, reported that Kuhn told a congressional committee of his threat to resign. The committee is demanding a replacement for the Senators' team that moved to Texas in 1971. At least one franchise problem was solved Wednesday when the National League approved the sale of the Atlanta Braves to millionaire yachtman Ted Turner of Georgia. "I'm in," said Turner after approval, considering a move from Atlanta to Atlanta to turn pro football team. The Observer newspaper is being replaced by The Observer. Readers are asked to submit their long-term investment plans to The Observer office. The Observer office stands ready to assist you. The Observer office will now be at 1807 LINCOLNWAY EAST - SOUTH BEND. 3 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU 710 W. MCKINLEY AVE. - MISHAWAKA (Town & Country Shopping Center) 1702 S. MICHIGAN - SOUTH BEND 1807 LINCOLNWAY EAST - SOUTH BEND Applications are being accepted for position of Observer News Editor. Apply in person at The Observer office third floor of LaFortune Deadline: 5 p.m. Friday.
**'Tired' Irish lay Cardinals to rest**

by Bill Brink

Sports Editor

The grueling twenty-one hour trip from Pittsburgh that ended 6:50 a.m. Tuesday morning in Cleveland and a trip to South Bend at 3:30 a.m. the day before proved to be the toughest test for Digger Phelps. It was a trip he said Phelps signed up for as they combined good movement and terrific shooting to win the Cardinals 119-78 before a crowd of 13,345 in the Notre Dame A. The point total was the Irish's highest of the year, the previous high being a 131 point rout against Valparaiso.

Although it was the Irish who were supposed to be tired after their day-long excursion, it was Notre Dame that needed to recuperate. With a number of key players out, including two freshmen, guard Bernard Rencher was the recipient of some dazzling attention from Ball State's Jim Hahn.

"It was strange because people told us we were going to get tired," said Phelps. "But we kept controlling personnel and finally wore them down."

Not surprised, it was All-American forward Adrian Dantley who paced the Irish, scoring 33 points on 13 of 19 from the field and 9 of 9 from the free throw line. Dantley's big night came after the Irish lost 10 men to the bench, but Phelps said he was ready to play.

"We moved around well tonight," said Dantley. "They were in a man-to-man defense all night but we played a good game and had some great passes. I was tired, physically, but mentally I was ready to play."

Just that fact was bad news for the Cardinals, whose tiredness Rencher and Phelps attributed to their team's lack of personnel. "The game was close throughout the first seven minutes as both teams displayed accurate shooting," said Phelps. "Then, 13:08 left in the half and the Irish up 18-16, ND gained the advantage. Dantley hit three straight baskets, two on beautiful passes from Rencher and one after he had stolen an inbounds pass. Williams then added two quick buckets and Notre Dame had a 28-16 advantage with 13:08 remaining. Randy Boarden retaliated for the Cardinals with two lay-ups, and Jim Hahn and Larry Hintz connected from the outside but Dave Batton got hot and put in six points in the last two minutes to give the Irish a 34-21 halftime lead."

"It was a lot of contact off the ball," added Dantley, "but you have to expect that."

**Ex-sports editor scores high**

The Irish's high scorer for the night was Dantley, who is academically ineligible for standards. The Irish compensated for the loss of key players with some fine passes, most notably from center Dave Batton, who poured in 17 points and completed a fine game by putting in eight points as well.

"I was tired, physically, but mentally I was ready to play." said Phelps. "They make a solid contribution to the ballclub."

Dantley was back at forward, even though he started at guard, and he played well there. Dave Batton was very physical on the boards which is what he's got to do."

Phelps, meanwhile, had picked up a technical for his high plaintive shout about how he believed he was overly-rough coverage of Dantley by the Cardinals. Dantley was also hit with a technical in the second half when he vocalized similar protestations to the referee.

"A D got knocked down in the first half," explained Phelps. "It was similar to how he got hurt last year when he caught five stitches and a broken nose. I'm going to protect him if the ref doesn't see it even if it means getting a technical."

"There was a lot of contact off the ball," added Dantley, "but you have to expect that."

**Observer Sports**

Parseghian announces plans for upcoming year

by Fred Herbst

When Ara Parseghian resigned as head football coach at Notre Dame last December, he didn't retire.

Despite the fact that he hasn't returned to coaching, Parseghian has been busy with a number of business enterprises, the most recent being a sports-related television show that he will host. "The show, "Ara's World of Sports," will appear for 26 weeks beginning this fall. The program will feature 11 to 12-year-old competitors in different sports and receiving instruction from a guest professional athlete along with Parseghian. Sports ranging from rodeo riding to golfing will be featured in the half-hour shows."

The program will be shown on a syndicated network across the nation and is being produced by Viciome Enterprises. At present, Parseghian plans to film only 26 programs, but should there be a success, it could continue indefinitely.

Parseghian, along with former Notre Dame basketball coach Toe Pagna, also has an insurance business in South Bend known as Ara Parseghian and Associates. He has been involved in this since last January and plans to expand into the field.

Although Irish head coach is also making television commercials for the Ford Motor Company as well as doing public relations work for several companies.

Parseghian has also created Ara Former Notre Dame football coach Ara Parseghian has spurned pro Parseghian Enterprises to handle all of his personal appearances and speaking engagements. He also spends a great deal of time travelling and working to raise funds to fight multiple sclerosis.

Regarding as one of the outstanding coaches in college football, Parseghian left Notre Dame after 11 years. He compiled a 137-62-4 record, won national championships in 1966 and 1973 and was voted Coach of the Year twice.

Parseghian resigned following the 1974 season due to poor health. However, he hasn't re-entered coaching, turning down at least one offer from the New York Jets. He said that his mind is made up and he has no plans to coach, and that he may be of interest in coaching after next season.**